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written & directed 
by

I’m back in the cave:
shady as ever!🌎👀

dominant worldview 👻
🧢⚚🔫 ☀🔥

✍ 🎬

www.godsjoker.com
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🥁 Prelude 🎭

👻
📣🎩

🎟
Enjoy the  
show!🍿🥤🎪 *

*let God in

☠

You mean
danse macabre…

☀
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Once upon a time
Triangles

contain what truth is:
half is pattern
half is matter
at the center
you can feel
human fire’s
moving heat:

self-consciousness
the you who dreams…

PYTHAGORAS PLATO

…a fiery dance
of forms of Being

circulates
thru linear eyes

rising falling
shadows while
the peak points

steady to real time:
the One

creating self in mind…

☀

🔥

1

you

🐺 🐺

in the wolf age
🐺

🧙🧙
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🔥

2,400 years later

👽🎮

🤖

I’m a conscious bot within  
a computer simulation 

run by future super-beings!

I am  
post-human!

👨🔧
Man who wants to

take humanity to Mars
to build utopia

Looks likely!

pattern matter: offline

in the dog age
🐶

of 42
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❤ Sophia 🔑 
Sophia,  

the triangle is dead! 
Man has killed it! 

How on earth  
am I to revive it?

👸

You shall take the 
Eternal Path,

my dear savior:
down to hell…

and back.

∞

🃏

of 42
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I. Inferno

🏔
👹

👸
🔑☁
🕳 👻

⛑🦜🕯
🔥

Down 
we go!

I have created the 
greatest mind-virus 
ever: muhahahaha!

🧠🦠

☀
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🌳 The Fall 🍂

- 50%

🐺 age 🐶 age

🧠 💪

Progress?

😂

Cartesian  
brain-split?*

🧠

⏳

pattern

matter

🔪
* #1 book recommendation: 
McGilchrist - The Master and his Emissary

🍎
🍒

🍋

🍊 🍐

🥭
🍑

of the Western Mind

🔥💀🐍👑🦉
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Root Cause 🔥💀🐍👑🦉The root cause for the 
mental decline?
Lack of respect for me -
and those I am guarding!

Friendly advice: to reach 
wolf-level of thought, you 
have to become  a wolf, 

first…and then you can go 
after the dogs who 

control the herd  with 
half-brained philosophy 😈

△

🔥

🐺🧠💪 🐺
🐺

🐺 🐺🐺🐺

✞ 📚 👨💻

🐶🐑

all is 
mimesis

⏳

Spinoza

Hegel
Pre-Platonics

△

Plato

🐑🐑
🔁

△

🐶
Newton Turing
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👨🦯 All is Mimesis👨🦯

Honestly, 
your brain is like a Nazi:
it’ll raise its right arm to 
the leader of your tribe.
It’s called ‘authority bias’ -
watch out!

🧠🙋

🐺

🐑

🐶

natural mimesis

domesticated mimesis

trend following

homo sapiens:
blindly following

his mimetic instinct

I smell collective  
acceptance! 

I live in harmony with the  
archetypes of reality 🌍

I live in harmony with 
derivatives 🗺

I live in harmony with 
the fashion of the dogs 🔁 

no filter

historically-constructed filter

socially-constructed filter😎
🤓
🤩

🏫=🏭

School is kind of like 
domesticated animals 
domesticating animals:  

academic factory-farming?*

#2 book rec:  Excellent Sheep by William Deresiewicz

👨🦯💨 👨🦯

hyper conscious

borderline unconscious

unconscious

social outcasts

social stars

creators of social stars

🔥💀🐍👑🦉
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🔎 What are we dealing with? 🔬

🔥

👽🎮

🤖
pattern matter: offline

I am a new 
God-image!

I am human  
destiny!What most don’t want  

to see, especially 
atheists who are blinded 
by old God-images, is 
that they are reading an 
ontological argument. 
In other words, a case 
for God.

Religious creation myths tell you how the 
world was made.
In this case, post-human beings 
programmed human reality.
As always, an account of transcendental 
reality carries an implicit moral imperative:
you shall become like your creator -
post-human! 
Indeed, the simulation argument was 
written by a religious fundamentalist 
trying to recruit believers in order to 
further his earthly mission: 
transcend the detestable human condition.
Since Elon Musk joined the new creed, the 
mission has picked up steam.
The fate of mankind has been resolved.
Final solution: man + machine shall fuse.

#specicide

🤬 🔥💀🐍👑🦉
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🏗 Foundation 🧱

🏫
Many arguments use imagination  
as basis for a construction which 
in-itself is coherent, but rests on 
a logical error.

Find the foundation of the  
mental erection which is  
considered ‘solid’ -  
and then use 🧨💥 (logic) 
to make the entire edifice  
collapse🤯

🔥💀🐍👑🦉
Illogical 

Foundation

Remember Socrates:
most ‘philosophers’

are really sophisticated
snake oil salesmen!

Logical construction,  
coherent

of 42
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🧱 Foundation Check 🔨

💩
🏗

I am the 
foundation 
of this mental 
erection!✌

Translation:  
Let’s assume we know how consciousness arises: 
namely, from pattern only - no matter required. 

Let’s also assume we know that consciousness arises: 
namely, when pattern increases in complexity. 

Cogito ergo - all is made of pattern! 🤦

“Many works of science fiction as well as some forecasts by serious technologists 
and futurologists predict that enormous amounts of computing power will be 
available in the future. Let us suppose for a moment that these predictions are 
correct. One thing that later generations might do with their super-powerful 
computers is run detailed simulations of their forebears or of people like their 
forebears. Because their computers would be so powerful, they could run a great 
many such simulations. Suppose that these simulated people are conscious 
(as they would be if the simulations were sufficiently fine-grained and if a certain 
quite widely accepted position in the philosophy of mind is correct).”

👓

he means ‘fanatics’ 
there’s the source of inspiration…Bible-substitute: sci-fi… 

if if’s and but’s 
were candy and nuts, 

we’d all have a  
merry Christmas… 

of 42
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🦠 Pandemic “Truth” 😷
💩I am viral! 

#allispattern 
#allismath

👓👨🔬
This is the official story of mankind:

🎇🌌🌍💦 🐣🌱 🐵🤓
14 billion years ago

I have a huge brain 🧠 which renders  
reality in a beautiful way, but the true  
code of reality is mathematical 🧮🔢

a few million  
years ago

now

Surprise: the foundation of the simulation argument is 
the same basis on which the scientific account of 
creation rests. While they tell you a picturesque story 
of the big bang and the evolution of life, scientists 
don’t actually realize what kind of foundational claim 
they have tacitly subscribed to:  
#allispattern #allismath

🐑 This means that in order to  
demolish the simulation argument, 
we have to demolish the creator 
of the entire scientific worldview! 

👹💣💥

of 42
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🙏 Source Code 🔢
💩👓

Hi, my name is 
beta-Platonism! 
#allismath

This is the official story of mankind:

🎇🌌🌍💦 🐣🌱 🐵🤓
14 billion years ago a few million  

years ago
now👨🔬

🐑 Why do you say it rests on #allismath?

Why? Because space-time is a  
mathematical construct requiring the 
assumption that time is located in an 
extra-sensuous space independent of 
human experience. 
This space is represented mathematically 
and the temporal territory of human 
experience is thus tacitly equated with the 
mind’s spatial mapping process.

In other words, space-time is a super-sensible (!) 
realm which ‘fills’ our mind with human-specific 
contents of experience - per science.  
Physics relies on mathematics as ‘objective’ 
representation of reality just as much as 
Darwinian models of organic evolution, which 
compute the rise and fall of populations in space 
over time based on game-theoretical models 
optimizing for survival. 
Time, the real substratum of their models, is 
always considered a line reaching from A to B… 
this shall end 😈

of 42
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God of Science

👹
A mathematical map 

of the territory 
is the territory - 

and it is a machine. 
God is an engineer! 

#allismath

The Virgin Newton
theoretical mechanic

early 18th century

🐶🇫🇷
de La Mettrie 
“philosopher”

mid-18th century

L’homme est  
une machine,  

putin! 
#manismachine

Alan Turing
mathematician & inventor of the computer

mid-20th century

🐶🇬🇧

🐶
If #allismath and  
#manismachine, 

then what’s the difference 
between a computer  

and a man? 
#TuringTest

🐶🇸🇪
Nick Bostrom
“philosopher” at U of Oxfart
early 21st century

🇬🇧

If #allismath 
and God is an 

engineer, 
then isn’t God a 
programmer? 

#simulationargument

“who let the dogs out?”

For more than 300 years, 
I have been cooking the 

greatest mental pandemic in 
the history of mankind - 

muhahahaha!

🧪🧠🦠

“who? who? who? who? who?”
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II. Purgatory

👻
⚕

Time for
our meds,
before we 

can take off! 💉
💊🏔

👹

👸
🔑☁
🕳🚁

💣

Hey, 
take that bomb 

with you - 
you lit the wick! 

😱

☀

of 42
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👀 Where is Matter? 🍼
But, I don’t believe “all is pattern”!

🎇🌌🌍💦 🐣🌱 🐵🤓
14 billion years ago a few million  

years ago
now

I’m a materialist: I believe all is matter!  
See? I color coded the world for you: 
there’s your missing half of the triangle!

👨🔬
🐑

…in truth, however, you mistake pattern 
for matter, which makes you ‘paterialists’. 
Fun fact: 
‘matter’ comes from the Latin word for 
mother, while ‘pattern’ comes from the 
Latin word for father. 
My tongue tastes a huge Oedipal confusion 
plaguing the herd’s sense of reality…

👪 matterpattern
little

scientist

I can’t tell my  
parents apart.He keeps asking 

for my nipples…
He’s ghosting 

me…

Thanks for making 
my point: 
you ‘believe’ 🙏 you 
are materialists… 

of 42
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❄

🌚

The Myth of Matter

🌎🌞 🌛
🐒

🎶We are living  
in a material world 🎵 

and I am a material chimp

🪕🐒🎷

Once upon a time, there was a strange man. 
Today he is quite famous, if not infamous. 
His name was Descartes. 
Descartes was such a renegade, that 
history would remember him as René. 
He was brave enough to doubt everything: 
his mental health, the reality of other 
people, and yes, even his own existence. 
Is this a dream? Is this an illusion?  
Is this God’s circus? A divine comedy?

Eventually, he realized that all knowledge could be 
doubted and therefore considered a ‘myth’, except 
one thing and one thing only: 
his knowledge of himself.  
This was a huge deal: the only thing we can know with 
absolute certainty is that there is someone rather 
than no one. That’s it. 
But, then, once he had found secure footing to erect 
a system of knowledge upon, he created the most 
pernicious story in the history of modern philosophy:  
the Myth of Matter - 
a fairytale about the material world. 
Accordingly, everything we see is made of the same 
substance we are made of: matter. 
Now seems like a good time to wake up from 
that illusion…              …Morpheus is calling!☎

🐺
Descartes

17th century

I hope I’m remembered 
as a wolf, regardless of 
the many 🐶 and 🐑 my 
fairytale has produced…

🌈
Doubt: 

the meta-skill  
of philosophy?

Welcome to 
Neverland, 
science 💘

🐉

🌻 🧞🍄🍄
🍄
🍄
🍄

🍬

💐
🪁

💫✨
🛸

🧜👨🦼

🛰

🚀
🕳🐐😈🤡 🍆

🎪
💨🎠

🤥

🗿
🔮

🧶

🌵

🐒

🌴

🍭

👄
🦻

🏖

👁

🕶👃🐔
👅

🍦

🎄
🌳 🔥🧊

🎩
🧢

🧚🦄
of 42
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💉 Matter 💗

😲🤥 🤯 😍

💉

1. Philosophical intervention 2. Revelation of lie 3. Realization of truth 4. Restoration of mental health

the four stages of cognitive healing

The point of philosophical thought 
is to question your intuitions:  
tacitly accepted, unquestioned ‘truths’. 
Now, here’s one of those counterintuitive 
questions to challenge your intuition: 
how can you possibly claim that anything  
you see is actually material?

Experiment with it yourself: 
knock on a table or door or 
anything. 
Do you believe the object is 
material? 
Why? Because it is hard? 
But what’s hard?  
The object…or your 
experiencing the object? ☎

riiiiing

idea

of 42
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👓 Virtual Reality 🧤

📽 🦄
😲

The unicorn feels so real!

👓🧤

VR sensory glove
VR glasses 

projecting vision

The following is an analogy only. 
We’re not equating reality with 
a literal, technologically-
simulated 
virtual reality. 
That would defeat the purpose, 
if you know what I mean 😅

Analogy simply means a is to b  
as c is to d (or: a/b=c/d) 
In this case, the analogy is to 
be read as follows: 
touching a visual object in the 
real world is like touching a 
visual object in a virtual reality 
world. 
You’ll see why in a minute.

(embedded in VR glasses)

of 42
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🔢 Pattern vs. Matter 🎼

🌍

🗺

⁈
territory

visual 
representation

sensory presentation

mathematical representation 
of visual representation

you

Yes, Schopenhauer wrote a book called  
The World as Will and Imagination * 
in which he defined the visible world as a show 
powered by a deeper, invisible reality represented by 
pattern. But, it all goes back to Plato and his allegory 
of the cave: 
the analogical blueprint for the Matrix movie. 
So, are we living in the Matrix?

*my translation.

The German word “Vorstellung” can be read in 3 ways:


imagination, re-presentation, and show (as in Theatervorstellung)

 

We’ll get to this 
in a second.

FYI, this is all common knowledge among wolves. 
Perhaps, the first modern to  arrive at the conclusion  
that the visual world cannot be verified to be material 
was Berkeley in the 17th century, followed by Kant  
in the 18th who would find his most aggressive 
defender in Schopenhauer, in the early 19th.

🐺
🐺
🐺 🐺

Idealists

🐺

He’s referring to us!
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🏄 Patrix & Matrix ⛲
The problem with words like ‘matter’ or ‘The Matrix’ 
is the mythological baggage which comes with them. 
When you hear ‘Matrix’ you may think ‘simulation’ 
or ‘dream world’ or ‘fake’. 
Sadly, the makers of the Matrix-movie chose the  
wrong name for their analogy to Plato’s cave. 
What it should have been called is Patrix - 
for the surface world of pattern.

🌍

🗺

territory

visual 
representation

sensory presentation

mathematical representation 
of visual representation

you

The real matrix is the world of sensory experience. 
You could say it is the body which is connected to the 
world of pattern, like in a VR simulation. 
This doesn’t mean that your real body is located in a 
different world. It just means that the body you see is a 
pattern - an appearance - giving visual form to invisible 
experience: matter. 
Unlike in the movie, the patrix and the matrix are not 
separable: they exist in absolute co-dependence within you.

Now, this simplified map of the mind 
means to illustrate the counter-intuitive 
limits of human knowledge about the 
world. 
Firstly, we cannot possibly know, if 
mathematics maps the territory as such 
or the territory we experience. 
But more importantly, we cannot affirm 
the territory of experience to exist 
beyond our own senses. 
For all we know, the limits of our senses 
are the limits of the territory and 
mathematics the embedded map.

🤯

of 42



👽 Computer Simulation? 🎮

🤖x x☠

As a reminder, the simulation argument claims 
that human experience can arise from pattern 
only - within a computer simulation running on 
mathematical code. 
To realize how non-sensical this is, picture 
yourself playing a VR game in a room with a friend. 
Within the VR game, you are engineering a super 
intelligent robot. 
When you are done, will a body pop up in the room 
next to you and your friend - moving the robot? 
No, because it will be confined to the patrix only. 
The human mind contains patrix and matrix. 
Therefore, robots or simulacra can never be said 
to be conscious. Sorry, to those suffering from 
science-fiction-induced schizophrenia…

However, let’s not beat up the simulation argument too 
much. We don’t want to confound symptom with root 
cause. The simulation argument is akin to the cough you 
experience when contracting the Corona virus:  
a surface phenomenon arising from a pandemic.  
So, what’s the root cause? I’m not sure. 
Perhaps, the West’s embracing of the “convergence 
theory of knowledge”: 
that which most thinkers believe to be true, must be true, 
allowing for dog thought to be voted up by sheep thinkers. 
Kind of like unqualified presidential candidates being 
elected by the mob - only on the academic level:  
mental trend-following, if you will. 
We could fix this, if we were to establish a hierarchy of 
truth claims, such that lower-ranking claims would be 
invalidated by higher-ranking claims…

Are you saying matter is one of  
your a priori dimensions and I  

am confined to its visible opposite?

Yes, bothead. God plays poker. 
Math is only half the game.

25 of 42
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👨🔬 Darwinism?

🐵x x☠

Had I or the universe  
behaved differently, 

you wouldn’t be here, humans…

Fair enough, science: 
if you affirm a materialistic 
understanding of reality, please feel 
free to dispense with the Cartesian 
Myth of Matter and join the 
epistemologically bullet proof  
truth claim that “the limits of our 
senses are the limits of the territory”.

14 billion years ago a few million  
years ago

I’m a materialist: I believe all is matter!  
See? I color coded the world for you: 
there’s your missing half of the triangle!

But, I don’t believe “all is pattern”!

Be careful what you wish for, though: 
you would have to sacrifice your nihilistic 
creation myth and your God’s linear time. 
For, if matter is a priori, then the story 
of the evolution of life does not only 
culminate in the human mind, but places it 
at the beginning of circular time.

🤯
Oh, no!  

Is he going multidimensionality  
of time on us?

Please, chimp-level logicians, 
keep imagining worlds without humans pretending 
those worlds aren’t products of human 
imagination. 
Your ‘skepticism’ is biting its own tail: 
you are insisting on a supersenible world.

1

2

3

4

🎇🌌🌍💦 🐣🌱 🐵🤓
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God of Science

👹x x☠

Everything has a 
beginning 

and an end!!!⏳

🎇🌌🌍💦 🐣🌱 🐵🤓
14 billion years

🎇🌌🌍💦 🐣🌱 🐵🤓
pattern

👹
God’s eye view perspective

This is what science claims to be doing: 
transcend the human mind by 
entering the perspective of a  
super-sensible, mathematical 
world-engineer from whose point of view 
they can ‘objectively’ oversee creation 
from beginning to end - 
without any need for a human perspective.

This is what they’re actually doing  
(and necessarily have to do!): 
place the human mind  
at the beginning of creation  
in order to 
reengineer the history  
of the human mind’s creation.

matter

🤯

1

2

3

4

of 42
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III. Paradise

🏔
👹

👸
🔑☁
🕳

🚁

💥

👻
☝

Let’s go up,
up, up!

🕶△

Damn you, 
philosophy! 

🤬☠

of 42



29In Search for lost Time

🎇🌌🌍💦🐣🌱 🐵🤓
pattern

matter

Many times when we stumble upon a shocking 
realization, we intuitively reject it not based on logic, 
but due to our unfamiliarity with it and the fact that 
our intuition is trying to catch up. To help with the 
process, another VR analogy may do the trick.

⛰🏰💩
🏫

🆚
Picture yourself playing a VR game mirroring our reality 
which takes place in the early 20th century:  
a history game.  
Now, since you know that it’s just a game, you will always 
remember that you are actually living in the present: the 
early 21st century.  
But, what if you forgot? What if you fell asleep and 
then woke up without remembering your origins?Then, 
you’d be fooled by pattern to believe that you lived in 
the past. 
Furthermore, you’d start to trace back the VR time in 
order to reconstruct how you got to the point at which 
you are. Let’s suppose the source code of the game was 
the same as the language of pattern and that you were 
able to mathematically reconstruct the timeline 
preceding your point in time within the game…

What would you logically conclude about reality? 
Probably one or all of the below: 
1) matter is pattern (objects seem material) 
2) pattern is the meta-dimension of reality 
3) reality existed and will exist independently of you 
Of course, you would be completely in the dark.

14 billion years

👹
Math God

🎇🌌🌍💦🐣🌱 🐵🤓

1 2

3

You are a  
bot!

No, I’m not, 
bot.
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➡ Linearity vs. Circularity 🔃

matter dominates pattern matter & pattern, synchronized pattern starts to dominate pattern monopolizes mind

(Pre-symbolic memory) (Ideal) (Scientific revolution) (Now)
What’s circular time, anyways? 
Imagine you had no memory and your action was 
triggered by pure sensation: your body would be 
the clock dictating your daily rhythm. 
Indeed, if it wasn’t for our ability to re-present 
the present to us, there would be no distinction 
between yesterday and tomorrow. It would 
always be now and we wouldn’t know. 
Symbolic self-representation was the key for 
humans to wake up - and it still is, today.

As for linear time: technically, it’s not even time, for time 
is continuous. Instead, it is the sequencing of circular 
intervals which are then projected onto a line reaching 
from A (past) to B (future).  
You could say that matter is a firing engine, while pattern 
is the steering wheel. Both make up the human mind, which 
can be dominated by either motion or direction. Neither is 
desirable. As for our fall into the illusion of linear time, we 
can only speculate about the root cause. Perhaps the flood 
of symbolic memory and the idea of cumulative knowledge. 
Man just forgot.

🤖🐒

I am your  
beginning!

I am your  
end!

of 42



🃏🔥💀🐍👑🦉
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⌛ Rewinding Time ⏳
Triangles

contain what truth is:
half is pattern
half is matter
at the center
you can feel
human fire’s
moving heat:

self-consciousness
the you who dreams…

PYTHAGORAS PLATO

…a fiery dance
of forms of Being

circulates
thru linear eyes

rising falling
shadows while
the peak points

steady to real time:
the One

creating self in mind…

🧙
🐺

🧙
🐺

Joker,
I think with this image 
having transmigrated 
into our now in a slightly 
different form,
it’s finally time for you to 
fully take over…

Why?  
Oh, yes, you’re right: 
God plays poker 🤭

of 42
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Who are you?

🃏

mind

pattern matter

The most important aspect of divine 
philosophy is getting your ‘a priori’ or 
base axioms right, for everything else 
follows from them. Omission is just as 
lethal as confusion. 
So, we have our dialectic of pattern and 
matter which is contained in mind. 
But, what is mind, anyways?

mind

word you

🃏

Well, first and foremost, mind is a word that is overused. 
We have used it to indicate that which contains pattern 
and matter. 
As such, the word represents the idea of absolute unity. 
However, we usually don’t identify with ‘mind’, but that 
which is within: you, in this case. 
So, what is this ‘you’, anyways? 
Simply put, you is mind representing pattern and matter to 
itself by means of language:  
you are a mirror-image of the word.

🃁
C

C🃑
C

C

of 42
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🃏

Word-dominion 💬🗣

🃏

One of the strangest fallacies in world-explaining is the 
complete ignorance of the primacy of natural language in the 
making of knowledge. 
Natural language is the fundamental a priori: 
all knowledge claims arise within language. 
What’s more, that which is to be known wouldn’t be there 
without natural language to represent it to the knower. 
In other words, for there to be something rather than 
nothing, there needs to be someone rather than no one  
and without language - 
well, there wouldn’t be anyone to point that out…

For the perplexed math-obsessed physicist: 
imagine God or aliens or a giant squid from the 
bottom of the ocean showed up with one tiny 
sheet featuring a perfect mathematical 
representation of the cosmos: 
the world-formula, the theory of everything,  
the map of omniscience. 
It would mean absolutely nothing unless those 
mute, visual symbols were translated by means 
of natural language into ‘meaning’: the marriage 
of the rationale with the moral to then expand 
the scope of mind. 
Words make mind and dominate mind. 
Words come before there is someone to realize 
there’s something.*

* To help intuition: 
think about the gradual coming to self-awareness of a 
child who, yes, seems to always be there, but really 
isn’t until it can ‘tell itself’: “I’m here” and then look 
back on its life by means of symbolic memory 
collected by those who were conscious at the time.
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But: wordlessness

What are you talking 
about, Joker? 
“The word is a priori?” 
There were no words 
before humans! 😅

Haha, the joke is on you, scientist: 
if you say “language didn’t exist pre-humanity”, then 
language doesn’t apply pre-humanity.  
Since mathematics is the language of pattern - 
lacking matter (rendering it useless for the 
rendering of meaning) - science would be unable to 
make intelligible claims about anything pre-human. 
It turns out that tacitly (unconsciously, unknowingly), 
science has to posit the same God as John in the 
biblical gospel for the whole story to pan out.  
Yes, I mean it: “In the beginning was the word.” 
I will logically demonstrate that. 
But for now,  this is the right moment for  
everyone to laugh  😅 😅 😅 😅 😅 😅 😅 😅 😅 😅 🃏
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Logos?🃏
Let’s think of “logos” as the idea 
of language containing all its 
features: an omnipresent source 
code, if you will, uniting pattern 
and matter in universal unity and 
manifesting itself in particular 
combinations. 
As an analogy, consider the idea of 
the child uniting its parents.

👪
💭
👼

p m

c

c

I am the totality of p and m:  
infinite 1! 💪 

Oh, and eternal + immortal,  
I guess…

I am a finite incarnation of 
infinity, but don’t get it because of 

collective philosophical ineptitude 😢

Our dialectic creates our child’s self 
in the image of our transcendental 

unity which manifests itself as 
interplay of opposites: 
two sides of a triangle.

I’m c’s paternal object of mimesis 
👨🦯 and one day, c will need to 

overcome me, in order to realize its 
identity: the c beyond p and m…
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Who is the Creator?😉

🎇🌌🌍💦🐣🌱 🐵👨🔬
matter

pattern

logos of c* locus of c*

immaterial forms, visible

sensory experience, invisible

*consciousness

👼 🤓
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God plays Poker
mind

patternmatter

mind

logos locus

🂮
P

P 🂽
M

M
🃁

C

C

+

mind
pattern

matter

logos

locus

cards on the roundtable

🃟 c2=p/m
🃏👑

Joker or headshot: 
what do words mean, 

anyways?

Oh, and since today is Epiphany Day: 
happy birthday, little boy. 

I now get it:  
“In the beginning…”  

Well, you know.

logos

logos

Hi Sophia 
💘

👸 💖

📸🤔

🃑
C

Clocus

locus
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🍾 Aftermath 🥳

👻
📣🎩

Enjoy the  
afterparty!
🍷🍸🍹🎪 🏆🐐

get it: “after math”?
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❤ Sophia 🔑 
Sophia,  

I tried my best to 
restore the beauty of 

Mind, but -

👸

You did great, my dear. 
You brought the 
Four Elements 

back from the dead.
What more can I ask for?

∞

🃏
Wait, what?  

Am I the reincarnation of 
Empedocles -  

instead of Hegel?
You’re 

infinite…
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The Moral Imperative
I know, but, Sophia… 

I don’t think philosophy 
is worth anything without 

moral imperative to 
trigger action…

👸

But, you gave us the 
moral imperative!
P and M raising C?

That’s the… 
“imitatio dei”! 👪

🃏 Well, if you put it that way… 
I guess, you’re right… 

now, what’s next?
Next?

You mean after making
Logos the one 

fundamental a priori
on Epiphany Day 2021?
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👸

My love,
you will have to go into hardcore

“imitation of Logos” mode 
in order to face 

what’s coming up next…

GΩαT-proof

🃏🏆#1 Mind

👸

You mean  
“Walk on Water”? 
Well, if God plays  

poker… 
I’m all-in!
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This is only the 
beginning…

www.godsjoker.com
January 19th, 2020

http://www.godsjoker.com

